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Warming Trends
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the appearance
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Air quality district proposal
would require elimination
of noncertified wood-burning
devices upon sale of home

Rules target fireplaces

Citizen
videos
offer eye
on police
Bystander’s recording
key to officer being charged
in fatal SC shooting
By MATT APUZZO
and TIMOTHY WILLIAMS
N EW YO R K T I M ES
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OPTIONS: Eric Miller, owner of Warming Trends in Santa Rosa, sells EPA-approved wood-burning fireplaces and stoves, along with gas fireplaces and inserts, and
most range in price from $1,000 to $2,000. Proposed rules designed to cut air pollution call for noncompliant devices to be removed upon the sale of a property.
By GUY KOVNER
THE P RE S S D E MO C RAT

C

hestnuts roasting on an open fire are a
celebrated slice of Americana, but those
cheerful blazes are bound for extinction
under proposed Bay Area air quality regulations
that would apply to most of Sonoma County’s
185,660 households.
Aimed at reducing the health threat from pollutants produced by burning wood in fireplaces
and stoves, the rules would cost property owners
hundreds to thousands of dollars to install alternatives — including federally certified wood-burning devices, gas-fueled or electric options — or to
remove or wall off fireplaces.
For homeowners, however, the requirements
would not apply until their property is sold or

transferred.
The Bay Area Air Quality Management District
says that a complete turnover — eliminating about
1.4 million fireplaces and noncertified wood-burning devices — would occur in about 30 years, based
on the assumption that 3 percent of Bay Area
homes are sold each year.
The district’s proposals have rekindled a debate
over wood smoke, with health advocates supporting cutbacks and both the wood stove industry and
real estate interests challenging specific regulations.
The air district began issuing winter pollution
alerts more than 15 years ago through voluntary
burn bans on days when air quality was expected to be poor, said Ralph Borrmann, a district
spokesman. The program did not effectively curb
TURN TO FIREPLACES, PAGE A7

FIREPLACE RULES

Who: New restrictions
would apply to most
of Sonoma County’s
185,660 households.
Time frame: With
noncompliant fireplaces
and stoves eliminated when
properties are sold, officials
estimate turnover would be
complete in about 30 years.
Public session:
A workshop to review the
proposal will be held from
6 to 8 p.m. April 16 in the
Santa Rosa City Council
chambers.

North Bay on way to meeting water goals
cent savings compared to 2013 water use,
is 1 percent away from the 20 percent
conservation standard it must meet under the proposed framework announced
by the State Water Board late Tuesday
evening.
Santa Rosa, credited with 18 percent
conservation to date, also needs to hit the
20 percent mark this year.
“We’re amazingly thankful to our customers for doing what they’ve done for
the past year,” said Jennifer Burke, deputy director of water and engineering services. If residents “keep it up,” the city
should meet its state goal, she said.
Santa Rosa is reviewing its water
shortage plan and expects to recommend

SR, Ukiah have nearly hit state’s
conservation targets; 9 other cities,
agencies at least halfway there
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS D E MO C RAT

Eleven North Bay cities and water
agencies are at least halfway to meeting
the water conservation standards proposed by regulators to achieve Gov. Jerry
Brown’s demand for a statewide 25 percent cut in water use this year. Two of
those cities — Santa Rosa and Ukiah —
have nearly hit their marks.
Ukiah, credited with achieving 19 per-
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A sign at the private Palomino Lakes subdivision
east of Cloverdale, which has its own water system,
outlines conservation efforts Wednesday.

GUILTY VERDICT IN BOSTON BOMBING:

Defendant found guilty on all counts; parties
gird for upcoming fight over death penalty / A3
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WASHINGTON — Nothing
has done more to fuel the national debate over police tactics
than the dramatic, sometimes
grisly videos: A man gasping
“I can’t breathe” through a police chokehold on Staten Island,
N.Y.; a 12-year-old boy shot
dead in a park
in Cleveland.
And
now,
perhaps
the
starkest video
yet, showing a
South Carolina
police
officer
shooting a fleeing man in the Michael
back.
Slager
The videos
have spurred
calls from statehouses to the
White House for more officers to attach cameras to their
uniforms. While cameras frequently exonerate officers in
shootings, the recent spate of
videos has raised uncomfortable questions about how much
the American criminal justice
system can rely on the accounts
of police officers when the cameras are not rolling.
“Everyone in this business
knows that cops have been given the benefit of the doubt,”
said Hugh F. Keefe, a Connecticut lawyer who has defended
several police officers accused
TURN TO VIDEOS, PAGE A7

State vaccine
bill advances
amid debate
By JUDY LIN
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S

SACRAMENTO — California lawmakers Wednesday advanced a bill that would require
schoolchildren in the state to be
vaccinated amid impassioned
pleas from parents and doctors,
even activist Robert Kennedy Jr.
Under the proposal, parents
would no longer be able to send
unvaccinated kids to school
with waivers citing religious or
personal beliefs. Exemptions
would be available only for children with health problems.
Supporters say the measure
would increase the number of
vaccinated young people and
improve public health.
Ariel Loop told lawmakers
that such a plan could have
prevented her child from contracting measles at Disneyland.
“My infant shouldn’t have had
to suffer. He shouldn’t, still
months later, be having complications with his eyes,” she said.
“I shouldn’t have had to fear for
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